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Prelude
Gruesome Gary, villain extraordinaire, stumbled back under the
blast, his metallic visage strained. He laughed a villainous chortle,
his dark cloak billowing about him as his dark rumble shook the
ground beneath them. Streaks showed over his body where bits of
the villain had melted to slag. Meredith Johnston was impressed.
He’d already lasted longer than any of the others before him.

She rolled as he returned fire, doing a tight somersault to lodge
herself behind the jagged remains of a ruined home. Her dark skin
gleamed under the full moon’s light as she checked through her
inventory, readying a level 2 gauss super rifle for her next attack.

"What do you think you are doing back there, hero?” the villain
called. His metallic robotic voice was filled with scorn. “You shall
never defeat me, Masked Marauder! I destroyed every single one of
your puny League of Loser friends and now I shall destroy you too. It
is simply a matter of time.”

“Or, if you want to live, I offer you mercy. Come out and bow before
your new king."

Meredith clacked her rifle, activating her super speed as she
sprinted out from cover.

Pow - pow - pow! Gary’s plasma blasts thrummed out from his
cannons. He led his target with his fire, trying to guess her moves.
She ducked, rolled and dove as blasts pounded into the dirt about
her. But the last whinged her and sent her flying into a tall elm tree.

Goddamn, is he good! she thought with pride. Rolling a selector in
her mind’s eye she stopped at her suit’s shield generator, and let it
spring. It bounced out around her in all directions with a bizarre



boing! Gruesome Gary chuckled darkly, focused two lasers dead
center and let loose. The smell of ozone filled the air, with a sound
like fzzzzz.

I’ve only got a few more seconds before he cuts me to shreds,
Meredith realized. Thumbing the selector from one to ten, she
breathed out, relaxed, aimed the trunk-sized gauss rifle, and
squeezed the trigger. Kadoosh! Burnt air and lead expelled out
behind her as the elephantine blast struck Gruesome Gary right
where she had aimed: in the two ball bearings that simulated his
testicles.

“Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh! You dirty whore!” Gary yelled. The
robotic parts of his metallic body glowed orange and began to melt.
Some of him dribbled down his body. It cooled quickly in the night air,
but the agony was plain on his partly human face.

He fired a few more blasts, then looked up at the moon. A pained
grin came to his ruined and streaked face.

It was a trick.
“No! No nono nononono!” Meredith yelled. Her shield failed about

her, even as she tried to sprint away from the ambush she’d spotted
too late. A blast pounded her in the shoulder and she spun as she
fell, still yelling.

“Oh yes, Masked Marauder,” Gruesome Gary boomed. “I don’t
need to kill you in personal combat. I can accomplish the same by
annihilating the whole damn city. Muahahahaha. You lose, Marauder.
You lose and I win.”

He rose up into the sky on rocket powered boots. He blazed up
into the night sky. All around them flickered the lights of Cityopolis.



Lights that would soon be quenched forever if Meredith didn’t do
anything about it.

She bounded to her feet, knocking her bruised and burned
shoulder back into place with a hard punch of her fist. “Not yet you
don’t, you metal bastard,” she called, using her suit’s interface to call
up an electric grappling hook made of pure energy. It blazed and
sparked to life, then shot from her hand like a python striking its prey.

And missed.
"Muahahaha!" he cackled. The voice was artificially amplified so it

echoed through the entirety of the city as thought he was speaking
through a bullhorn.

Meredith Johnson stared down at her gloved hands. The suit was
cracked and charred, dark blistered skin showing underneath. Think
Meredith think! There’s gotta be some way to take this bastard down.

She peered up into the sky and watched. A fiery blaze sparked in
the midnight sky and then a stream of red-yellow plasma lanced
down toward her. She shook off the fatigue, the weakness and the
wounds, and dove at the last second to ride the concussive wave of
the blast to the rooftop of the next building.

“Bring it!” she yelled, a bit of blood trickling out through her teeth.
She rolled her hands through the air in a circular pattern, leaving
glowing blue lines in her passage. Then she shoved both hands
forward. “Skaddoken!” she bellowed. A tremendous blue-white glob
of flame flew up at her cackling target.

“Gaah!” Gruesome Gary moaned. She could see him sparkle as
he fell from the sky.

“Electro-Magnetic Pulse for the win! Didn’t your mama tell you the
bad guys never get away with it?” the Masked Marauder said,



swaggering to where the half-robot tyrant had finally fallen. “You are
going to spend the rest of your days behind bars.”

“But I’m not,” Gruesome Gary said from behind her. She barely
had time to turn before she was blasted into the wall of the next
building over. It had all been a Gruesome Gary copy! A facsimile!
She would give him props if he weren’t about to kill her. “Let me add
that watching you fight my simulacrum was tremendously
entertaining. Instructive as well. But now, Masked Marauder, you
die!” And with those concluding words her hand reached out and an
orb of energy the brightness of the sun blasted forth to finish the
hero.

Damn, this boss might be the best one I’ve ever programmed,
Meredith thought. She rolled forward, stats and mathematical
equations rolling through her visor as she tested and probed the
latest boss addition to the system.

“Pause,” she called out. Everything froze. Behind her, a glitchy
Gary jumped in digital stillness jerkily.

“Someone get me a DICK, full charge. I want to run this boss battle
just one more time before I take my two weeks.”

A little ways away, the moonlit rooftop scene vanished into a large
white office with a ridiculously high ceiling, populated largely with
computer desks littered with half-eaten snacks, soft drink cups, and
empty fast food containers. Several other women stood about,
contemplating the scene or the massive panel of statistics cascading
downward in code form beside the superhero sim.

A blonde-haired intern stared at Meredith, gaping.
“Amber, didn’t you run these noobs through the acronyms yet?

Jesus Christ– dude, I’m telling you to get me a Disintegration



Induction Chain Katana ASAP–”
“One DICK, full charge. Haha, you really do need those two

weeks. And some hard boning,” her friend Amber called out. She
was a technician here at Prestige Gaming and she worked with
Meredith on all of her designs and upgrades. They made for a hell of
a team.

“That too,” Meredith laughed. “So are we going to spin this back up
or what?” she asked the rest of the gawping workers. “I mean, I’ve
got a friend to pick up if you know what I mean.”

“A boyfriend?” Amber asked. “I’m shocked! Does this mean you
leave the house now? That you might occasionally be open to a
night on the town? Meredith Johnston, Age of the Powered Mega
Boss slash Party Animal?”

“Haha. Maybe. This guy, well, he was my best friend growing up.
We haven’t seen each other for a while but . . ."

"Spill it!" Amber leaned forward and demanded.
Meredith couldn't help but blush and giggle. Amber was the only

friend she really had and she had a way of making Meredith say
everything that was on her mind.

"I always wanted to date him."
"There it is," Amber exclaimed, doing a little dance. "Well, good

luck getting your guy . . .” Amber spun around. “Alright people. Back
to work! We’ve got at least another 23 cycles in us and I don’t want
to be here all night doing them. Finish by ten and the first round is on
me? Capiche? I thought so.”

Meredith went to get back into position and Amber grabbed her
shoulder.



“Hey Meredith, you should come hang out with us tonight. Get out
of this work work work shell you carry around yourself.”

Meredith sighed and thought to a cute boy with long blond hair and
baby blue eyes.

“Give me two weeks, my trophy man on my arm, and I’ll be there
every time.”

 



Chapter 1 - Revealing the TITS   
Derek bobbed his leg up and down within the monorail, looking out
the windows as column after column whizzed by. On the subway the
ride would have been loud, crowded, and smelly. But not here. Gone
was the clackety-clack of the track below and the retching of the
drunken old men with their plastic bags of booze. This was gourmet
travel, a place with personal cars and a track reserved for solely the
rich and the lucky, like himself. Best of all, get this, there was an
attendant in a powder blue skirt giving out free drinks.

I can’t believe that I have a chance to try out Prestige Gaming!
Rich people pay like a million dollars for a two week all-inclusive stay
and I get to do it for free!

Some of the guys at his townhouse had asked him before if he’d
ever wanted to try it out. He’d called them all crazy. He had told them
he didn’t have time to think about things that could never ever
happen, and had gone back to the VR goggles in his dingy living
room in the townhouse that he shared with seven others. He’d gone
back to being up to his nuts in enemy verg swarms and dime a
dozen henchmen, wearing shitty haptic gloves that gave him cursory
shocks and buzzes to try and make him feel like he was actually in a
game world.

Some nights, though, he’d watch ‘YouStreamIt’ and pick up
GoneProfessional videos from guests at the Prestige Gaming Hub.
Hot chicks, tight facilities, steaming veggies next to metal trenches
filled with grilled meat– and that was just the relaxation facilities.
When those guys went into the game, they really went into the
game. They yelled when they got shot and you could see the blood



pouring through the bullet holes. Nothing glitched or got stuck in
walls. Nobody could run a hack bot through to auto target or quick
teleport and ruin the game. And the expressions on those gamers’
faces when they first stepped into real world game immersion was
genuine. The wide eyes and laughter, the touching and prodding of
snow, water, rocks, concrete and everything else - it was beyond
real. It was super real. Prestige was VR Gaming but in real life.

Ha, from what I saw on ‘YouStreamIt’ I could already be there in 
one of their game worlds and I wouldn’t even know it.  

Derek frowned, suspicion written across his face. He reached out
and touched the too pristine white wall of the vehicle as it hummed
along on its journey. It felt real but this was all so different from the
rest of the world, with its dirty streets and polluted air - you couldn’t
go half the week without needing a rebreather mask and goggles in
the outdoors. Still, the wall didn’t shimmer or warp out, and he didn’t
see any numbers or stats. He sighed.

“Been a long time,” his travel companion said. She had her curly
afro up in a kind of open ponytail, which was huge, bouncy, and
impossible not to notice. Also pretty damn cool. It swished as she
turned and grasped his hands.

“I– yeah! Two years at least, right? You’re… I mean you’re a
legend now.”

Meredith blushed. “Nah. Nobody knows about us coders, behind
the scenes. They’re all about the superstars, the coolest villains.
Especially Dungeonworld.”

“Oh jeez,” he said. “Everybody loves Dungeonworld. I don’t have a
lot of time with my job though, you know. What’s your favorite event?
I like the one where the one team designs the Dungeons and the



other team has to go through everything, all the traps and monsters
and stuff, without getting killed. Trick or Trap.”

She shrugged. “Don’t have time to watch it. Too busy working and
coding and all of that fun stuff.

He nodded and smiled. “Yeah I get it Ms. Big Shot Superstar. Well
us common folk hometown-bounders think it’s the best. Plus we’ve
got the time to watch it,” he laughed. She slapped his shoulder and
laughed with him.

“Yeah I know. My fault. I should have just stayed back, not
bothered getting a degree.”

“Ha! I’m surprised to see that you can say that with a straight face.
You used to study twenty hours a day during finals week - and you
already knew all of the stuff!”

“Hey, I couldn’t have faced myself if I had made a mistake. So how
are things back in Merrington? Is the town looking good?

He stuck out his hand and tilted it back and forth. “It’s as shaky as
always. Jobs are down, people just like to sit home and blame
everyone who isn’t them. Say, remember Mr. Kraus, from 3rd
grade?”

“Yeah I remember him! He was great - he let me skip ahead of the
rest of you and had me doing timed periodic table tests by the end of
the year.”

“He got married again. To Janet Rower.”
Meredith’s mouth dropped open. Janet Rower had been a

classmate!
“Mr. Kraus is robbing the cradle? No fucking way!” she yelled.

Derek rolled back in his seat and slapped his knee in howling
laughter.



“I know, I know. Talk of the town. She said it was true love, and Mr.
Kraus, well, he made a huge speech about it all at the town hall
meeting.”

Meredith smiled large at that.
“Hey, true love. How about that. I’m happy for them - How about

you? Find the right girl yet?”
“Ha! Absolutely not. No way. This girl Cindy and I… I’m pretty sure

we’re broken up. She stormed out after I refused to buy her a bottle
of cabernet for two hundred bucks for Valentine’s.”

“She’s clearly not good enough for you. And I have to thank you.”
He stared at her. “What are you talking about?”
“Mostly for high school. You were the only good thing about it.”

When he continued to give her the doubtful eyebrow, she changed
tack and gestured around the train. “It’s almost game time. Are you
nervous, impatient, or both?”

This was much more his wheelhouse. Feelings and Derek didn’t
really get along too well. “I don’t know! I’ve seen the videos and read
the articles and oh wow this is unbelievable! I can’t wait for the AR
overlay. I mean VR but better? VR you can actually touch! VR all
around that isn’t VR but is real stuff?!” Derek gushed.

“Yeah, you are a lucky guy.” Meredith beamed.
He returned the smile. He couldn’t believe he was actually here. Or

his luck.
Meredith let go of his hands and pulled some printed pages from

her handbag. They were a bit crinkled from their folding but the
itinerary upon them added to the gleam in Derek’s eye.

“All you can eat, every meal. All you can drink as well. Meals made
to order,” he read out loud, his cadence increasing with every word.



“And, of course, lots and lots of gaming! I see in the deets that they
don’t have the licensing rights to my favorite comics so I can’t jump
in and be Beetle Boy, but it looks like they all have their knock-offs.
Honestly this sounds so awesome. Plus it says here that everything
is customizable to a tremendous degree– so I can be, by their
example, a space cowboy! Or a caveman in the modern world! I can
change my appearance, gender, and my species. How is this all
even possible?”

Meredith put two thumbs up, pointing at herself with pride. “It’s
been a heck of a job but I do it well. And you know what, we have
twelve game worlds running right now but ever since we did the mix
and match roll out last year it’s really been one hundred and forty-
four. Not to brag or anything, but this sexy gal knows what she’s
doing.”

Meredith leaned back, her tight shirt straining against her body. To
her disappointment, though, Derek’s eyes were back on the paper.

“What’s the paper for?”
She grinned. “Girl’s got to have her secrets, right? Anything digital

is fair game for my rival coders. Departments get in hack wars all the
time. Do you have any idea how much hideously inappropriate porn
has just appeared on my work computer?”

He had to admit that made sense. “So why not do it in VR? I mean,
I’m excited and this is awesome but some of it is still just virtual,
right? I mean augmented reality isn’t just stuff magically appearing,
yeah? And you’d think with all of the money poured into this place
you could make a VR rig that is just as fantastic and real.”

She stretched again, failed to catch his eye, and sighed.



“Derek, look, I get it. VR is fine. An expensive novelty but not
nearly as expensive as what we do here. And everybody uses VR so
it must be good enough, right? If VR wasn’t then it wouldn’t be a
multi-billion dollar industry with thousands of games. What you are
really asking me is what about this PRESTIGE system is supposed
to make this product so much better than the rest? I’ve answered
questions like these for a long time, hun, so let me blow your mind.

“It all feels real. Like really real. We have adjustable pain settings
that go up so high people have bruised ribs. We have players who’re
into that. Believe it. Plus, you’ve seen the videos online. Those aren’t
staged. You’ll understand those videos when you are there because
that fake VR bullshit just twitches in your hands and buzzes around
the goggles. The only reason it feels real now is because you’ve
convinced yourself it does. All of you VR gamers have trained
yourself to think that it feels real. And, of course, sometimes VR
bugs out on you and sticks you in a wall or falls you through the
ground.”

“Yeah, yeah, I guess I know all of that already. I just can’t
understand it,” he said.

She nodded. “Yeah, I get that. Another thing to think about, you
are using your real body to do real things so it all counts for exercise.
Ever wonder what you’d look like with a six-pack? Now you’ll know,”
she said.

“What if I make an ass out of myself though? I’m a noob.
Remember when the space worms came in issue #233 Masked
Midnight and Blue Jay and they went ahead and used them as bait
for their fishing trip? What an embarrassing screw up that was.”



“I’m here to make sure you get it all right. Oh, Derek, it’ll be like
high school again, but this time I’ll be doing the saving!”

“Oh man, I bet you could give yourself any stats you wanted. Oh
wow, do you remember in Masked Midnight when . . .”

Derek didn’t catch her eyes dilate and her face go slack as he
went on. He quoted the comic a few times, and only stopped when
he noticed her staring at his chin. Maybe he had something stuck in
his teeth? Shit.

“Oh, hey, sorry. Do I have something on my face?” he asked,
wiping at what he hoped was the right spot with a handkerchief. He
kept one in the breast pocket of his t-shirt at all times.

Meredith giggled. “Yeah, you got it. So, I went ahead and got us
upgraded gear and everything. Plus we can stay in all the cushiest
accommodations…”

He wasn’t listening. Derek had plunked his head against the huge
window and fallen into his daydream lala land again. Honestly
though, he was completely justified. She got to see this everyday…
They were nearing their destination.

The Hub, he thought dreamily.
Derek had seen pictures online, and he’d even led a raid on a VR

version, but he’d never actually seen the Hub in real life.
It stood a good forty stories above the featureless, flat terrain of

what had once been northern New Mexico, ringed by towering
mountains hours of travel away. It was a world away from the
rundown suburbs of Jersey, or the crime-ridden mess that had once
been D.C. The whole thing was at once bland and perfect: gleaming
white walls with dark tinted windows running in stripes over the



strange geometry: it had twelve sides, to match the number of genre
gameworlds to choose from. The train sped straight for it.

He turned back to Meredith and found her staring at the back of his
jeans. “I’m the luckiest man alive.”

“I’m about to be the luckiest woman alive,” she muttered. 
       “What’s that?” He hadn’t been paying attention. She had to know

how exciting and important this was. It would be the most
memorable and amazing experience of his life, and afterwards
nothing would ever come close. He was literally hopping around,
unable to stop himself from looking dumb enough that people were
noticing.

“Where do you think we should go first?” he asked.
***
To bed. That’s right where she would take Derek if she had her

druthers. He hadn’t cottoned onto her plans yet… she’d have to play
it slow. Ease him into the idea of shacking up in midair as
superheroes or in a plush alien space station or something. He was
going to pick the superpowers gameworld, and she was going to be
able to see him in a skin tight bodysuit, and he would peer through
those goggles and see curves she might not actually have. There
would be drool. Lots of it.

“Mare?” he asked.
“Huh?”
“You phased out there. Where do you think we should head first?”
“TITS first,” she said.
His eyes flashed downward, before he ripped them back up to her

face. “Umm… care to explain?”



“Training and Immersive Tutorial System,” she explained. “First we
make your character, then you try out various simulations for a short
time and get used to the AR goggles and haptic bodysuit, then you
have a chance to alter your character before heading out into the
gameworld itself.”

“And… why call it TITS?”
“Whatever do you mean?” She ticked the words off on her fingers.

“You go through Training in how to use the equipment, it’s all
Immersive, it’s a Tutorial, and the whole thing is a System. A very
complex one, might I add. What, would you call it SITT or
something? That would be a stupid name. You don’t sit around, you
really have to get on top of the TITS and figure out how to work it.”

He just stared at her a moment, before darkness swallowed them.
For a brief moment, she considered just jumping all over him and
trying to see if she could stuff her tongue down his throat and see if
that gave him the hint he very clearly needed, but before she could
choose, soft track lighting flared to life along the center of the car
and in the aisle.

“One minute to arrival,” a soft female voice announced.
Meredith tried to gather up the gumption to put a hand on his

forearm and tell him she’d be waiting for him to finish playing with
TITS, but the train pulled up to the stop and the whole wall flew up.
Derek fairly spilled out of the new opening and onto the mirror-
polished white tiles. When he stood, it was before a leggy blonde in
a skin-tight futuristic bodysuit full of diagonal lines that freaking
glowed. Lines that also hugged her perfect body and led the eyes
towards… never mind.



Meredith had never been in this entrance. It was a hell of a lot
glitzier than heading in through the employees only doors. The entry
hall was simply enormous, easily on the scale of Grand Central
Station, ringed with more identical plastic leggy goddamn blondes all
with their perfect lip gloss and their brain-squeezing ponytails. Mare
checked to see that her kinky black fro was still in the volcanic
eruption ponytail she’d put it in earlier. It didn’t matter; Derek was
looking everywhere but at her.

“Holy…“ Derek breathed. “Are they… real? Are they NPCs?”
“They’re real, and keep it in your pants, horndog.”



Chapter 2 - She Ogled My Character
Sheet

A chime rang out, followed by an announcement. “Welcome to
Prestige Gaming, the premier gamestop for the ultimate gamer. You
are moments away from your Randomized Prestige Gameworld
experience. All guests please exit the doors on the left.” The
announcement was followed by its repetition in a dozen different
languages. Derek shook his head. This was unreal.

“How did you manage… I mean…”
Meredith chuckled. “It’s a vacation package to any lead coders. I’m

team lead. They’re hoping we evaluate the system as we go through
it, so we can invite someone. Since my folks… since we don’t, you
know, they don’t talk to me anymore, I figured why not my high
school lab partner? The guy who saved me from the drama geeks.”

“Thanks!” He was always profoundly embarrassed to get credit for
anything. Ever since the high school drama ended in disaster and
the crowd roaring laughter at him, he’d shied away from the crowds.
A shame there wasn’t money to be made being a video game geek.
“I just wish… I totally wish I’d gone to college. Investing all my
savings in Rick’s restaurant was a terrible idea… actually working
there while it spiraled out of control was even worse.” The only
decent moments in that fustercluck were when Meredith had come in
to eat the slop they tried to pass off as food and listen to Derek moan
about whichever girl was mistreating him at the time.

Meredith gave him a companionable tug on the elbow. “You’ve
been beating yourself up over it too long. It’s time for a full on relax



session. Two weeks, no worries, just you and me.”
He grinned. It was a shame her parents disowned her. To be fair,

though, she always had a fiery temper with them. He remembered
waiting outside their house sometimes, going to walk with her to
school, and listening to Mare about blow her stack. But Derek’s
Meredith was butterflies and sunshine– and if they weren’t going to
spend two weeks in Meredith’s dreamworld, well, he was happy to
take their place.

The two of them exited on the left and joined the well-dressed
crowd already moving forward in a queue. Derek was surprised to
see how many people were going to stay here. This place was very
expensive and he hadn’t realized that there were this many people
who could afford to blow millions on a week or two week vacation. It
intimidated him to see jewel-infested fedoras, checkered suits, and
the stylish v-neck button up shirts that were all the rage these days.
All he had on was blue jeans and a dorky shirt from his favorite
series, STELLAR VOYAGER 7. It had the picture of his favorite
character, GlarpNarb, standing in all of his multi-tentacular glory
behind the weapons console of a starship. Underneath the text said,
in bold capital letters, THIS TIME IT’S NOT STELLAR VOYAGER 6!
Ugh. Plus it had a pizza stain.

Meredith must have noticed him looking at his shoes, because
she’d flashed him a reassuring smile. “Don’t worry, dork. Your
sneakers are about to come off. Everyone has the same shot at
glory in Prestige Gaming. Speaking of, those pants are going to
come off and that shirt as well.”

“Ooooh, I’ll be all… nekkid.”



She waggled an eyebrow at her, and he honked laughter loud
enough to attract plenty of attention, which immediately shoved him
back into his shy cocoon. If there might’ve been a moment between
them, it was swiftly crushed.

“I am going to wear so many awesome outfits.” He couldn’t wait to
be awesome. Ever since moving out of his parents’ place, his life
had been a series of disappointments, setbacks, and facepalms.
There was the pizza delivery setback, where he’d somehow lost over
two thousand dollars in one twenty-four hour debacle. Closely
followed by the pool boy facepalm, where he realized about a month
after he quit the job that one of the bored housewives had been
trying to bone him. And who could forget the Grace disappointment,
where he’d been going out with this girl only to find out she was
filming him and posting a YouStreamIt series about what a loser he
was. And that was just age twenty-two.

Meredith rolled her eyes and sighed. Derek, in true Derek form,
completely missed it.

Up ahead the crowd was dividing itself into lanes and lines.
Prestige employees stood at turnstyles, above which each had a
huge sign, one marked Rated F– for Family!, another marked
Hardcore– Time to Paaartay!, and a final one marked Vanilla. The
families with kids were filtering over to Rated F, and what appeared
to be a party of corporate employees headed to Vanilla.

“So what are we, Vanilla?” Derek asked her.
Meredith pulled them into the line ‘Hardcore– Time to Paaartay!’

along with the other youngish people, and one distinguished fellow in
his fifties maybe, going it alone.



“Just like movie ratings,” she explained. “You got your PG, your
PG-13, and your R. It’s the best way to separate the sex freaks from
the children and jealous wives,” she said, and then she bit her lip.
“Or maybe the adventurous wives? Anyways they all have different
safeties and censorships. But where we are going, well, the sky’s the
limit. If you know what I mean.”

Derek’s face fell. “So no space stuff?”
***
Meredith shook her head. For a gamer, he could be really thick at

times. She could see the moment he realized what he said was
dumb, and the cute way he ducked into his shoulders and looked
around to see if anybody else had heard. “Don’t worry, man, we can
have space stuff. We can have basically anything we desire.” She
gave him the arched eyebrow.

Which he missed.
The line was moving quickly. And they were the next to check in.

There were several women in blue business suits standing behind
holo screens, each throwing a dusky bluish ray of light up and over
the registrees as they stopped to the line. The device would beep
and then render their government ID’s for their perusal and approval.
As a further precaution they all then had to submit their fingers to the
woman, who pricked and swabbed them for DNA analysis. Prestige
Gaming left nothing to chance.

“What–”
“It’s a corporate espionage countermeasure,” she said.

“Fuggedaboudit.”
“That’s everything,” the woman told them. “Head through here and

to the right so you can get acquainted with our TITS. And have a



wonderful two weeks!”
“Thanks!” Derek gushed.
Meredith loved how he bounced on the balls of his feet and

hopped around in circles to get a glimpse at everything. To be fair,
most of the other guests were doing the exact same thing. The walls
and ceiling of the enormous station were being constantly wiped and
overlaid by images of what the building might look like in different
settings: in one, it was a gothic cathedral with impossibly high flying
buttresses, and the next a paint-peeling wild west church steeple,
followed closely by the Parthenon of Athens, and how it must have
looked thousands of years ago. It also gave her an excuse to take
him by the elbow, get a preliminary bicep feel in, and steer him
through the adults-only line.

Sadly, she was forced to break off as soon as he turned in another
bouncy circle.

They only had about a dozen people ahead, and Meredith had
seen two of them somewhere around the office. In the elevators
probably. Maybe they worked on Dungeonworld.

No matter; they were through the smiling, plastic beauty pageant,
and she got her first chance to rub elbows with TITS as a guest.
Unfortunately this meant separating from Derek.

“I’ll see you in a little while!” she called, but he didn’t have time to
respond. Ugh, had he even looked in her direction once since they’d
been here? It didn’t matter; she was going to be his one and only
partner in crime for the next two weeks. She just needed to be
patient. She’d been so patient for so long: all through high school,
the online and VR coding classes after school, on weekends, and
after high school, then the internship and the tests to become a



PRESTIGE coder. Now that he was here she was just vibrating to rip
his clothes off and jump his bones. Super patience, and then payoff.
He was going to show his gratitude for getting access to the most
exclusive resort in the world, and that gratitude would be carnal.

“Carnal Gratitude,” she breathed. It might make a good title for a
Windswept Hearts storyline. She’d save it for the next weekly free
share meeting.

Oh damn! She didn't have to go to one of those snoozefests for
the next two weeks!

***
“I’m Lily,” the attendant told him. “And you’re Derek Hammings.

Welcome again. You’ll want to get started as soon as possible, of
course. You’ll need to get your bodysuit on and join me in the next
room.” Through a gleaming, perfect smile the beauty told him, “Feel
free to leave your clothes. We’ll have someone along to take care of
them.”

The attendant left Derek in a large, almost pure white closet to get
changed into his haptic suit. This material had millions of tiny
sensors and servos. It could buzz and rub against your body to
simulate shaking hands with a virtual being, scrunch up and simulate
the feel of being sliced, or whack you in the guts if you were punched
or shot.

Like the entry station, they projected images over the walls (or
perhaps they had screens just in the walls themselves), though
these ones were spaceships coasting through a starlit void, a
Victorian castle with a horse-drawn carriage pulling up in front, and a
high speed car chase through crowded Tokyo streets. Somehow
Meredith had gotten his measurements, because the haptic suit



hugged him literally everywhere. He tried to loosen it up around the
hips and crotch area, but it resisted his efforts. The suit itself was a
mesh of some brand new material that both breathed and kept him
warm. The RPG logo ran down the length of his arms and bulged
with his thighs, in the same diagonal motif from the greeters in the
station. The tiny words Randomized Prestige Gaming ran the length
of the RPG logo.

He exited the closet into an empty, multi-faceted room, like a
microcosm of the Hub building. Lily stood with her hands behind her
back, and that same smile plastered on her face. He was beginning
to think it was kind of… off. How could she maintain it for so long?

“Wonderful! You’ll now have the option of the Augmented Reality
helmet, complete with the goggles, headset and haptic relays, or the
AR overlay injection.” One of the hexagonal panels in the floor
opened, and up popped a pedestal containing an X-wing pilot
helmet, minus the colors, and a huge syringe brimming with blue
liquid.

He tried to process the idea of the helmet punching him in the
head. He could always set the vibration settings pretty low. “I’m…
sorry?”

“We inject a specific mixture of nano-machines into those guests
who prefer a more immediate experience. Along with the bodysuit
and the computers in your smart wearable, the nanites allow the
Augmented Reality to be superimposed over your entire field of
vision, through your eyes rather than the goggles. Those sounds
created by the world are made directly into your inner ears. We can
also simulate smells and tastes, though the settings can be
dampened or turned off all together.”



“And…”
“It’s all safe, and pending FDA approval. We’ve reviewed your

medical history and found no reason to suspect you would reject the
AR injection. We deactivate the nanites with a protein shake when
you leave the park. However, the choice is yours. Hundreds of
guests have given us rave reviews with the standard AR helmet.”

“I think… I think I’d rather go with the helmet.”
“Of course.” She picked it up and settled it over his head. And just

like the bodysuit, it was comfortably snug, especially once she
pressed the button that caused it to suction onto, and then into his
ears. So unbelievably snug.

The goggles were practically invisible. He lost nothing staring
through them and at Lily.

“Many of our guests are familiar with many of the park’s functions
and possibilities. Please tell me what you know, and we can make
TITS as comfortable for you as possible.”

There it was again!
“Uh… I know there are twelve genre gameworlds, and different

access tiers for each one. You need to do quests or finish stories or
something to move up tiers.”

“Correct! However, did you know it’s possible to mix genres?”
The list of genre worlds flashed up on the wall to the left of Lily.

From Age of the Powered all the way down to Windswept Hearts,
he did indeed know them all. The words flashed and merged as she
spoke, along with images over the nearby walls to show exactly what
amalgam she went on to describe.

“We can create the perfect blend of genres to cater to any taste
and fancy. If you’re a Cthulhu mythos fan, we can blend The Terror



Within with Mystery Noir for a weird, horrifying experience. To
create a steampunk world, we merge Swords and Sorcerers with
Mystery Noir. We can create cowboys and aliens, super-powered
pirates, cyborg demigods, and anything your heart desires. Have you
discussed your initial choices with your girlfriend?”

“Oh, ah, she’s not, not my girlfriend. Just a friend.”
“Of course,” Lily said, in a way that didn’t exactly mean ‘of course,’

but he didn’t press.
“I had thought… I love superheroes, though, man, STELLAR

VOYAGER. I’m a serious Voyer.” The thought of speeding through
the city at super speed, or flipping around and carving up the bad
guys with swords was too much to resist.

“Super-powered science fiction? Remember that everything is
possible.”

“For now we’ll keep it simple. Superheroes. Ah, I mean, Age of the
Powered.”

“Decisive. I like that.” She touched the wall where it said Age of the
Powered, which lit up and showed images of guests blasting
dinosaurs with laser beams, flying toward an oncoming meteor, and
hanging upside down to kiss the beautiful heroine in a downpour.
Derek started bouncing on his toes again. Giddiness overtook him.

She gestured again, and the choices expanded. Now, beneath
each choice was a pair of skills, with four pips beside each.





“As this is your chosen genre, you’ll get an automatic rank one in
the skills for Age of the Powered, which as you can see are
Command and Athletics. You’re automatically more skilled at telling
people what to do, and moving with pizzazz and flair!” The first
empty circles beside those skills filled in black. “Inside the
gameworld, we use the latest technology to assist you in doing
whatever you desire, and if that’s jumping and flipping around the
city, the game helps make it real.”

“However, as you can probably guess, those aren’t the only two
skills in the game, and not the only two you’ll be using while in Age
of the Powered. Each of the skills in the game has its uses even
outside the genre we’ve assigned it.”

She stopped and regarded him. “How are we doing so far?”
“Great! Oh my god, this is a… this is a dream come true!”
“You’ll have another twelve skill points to assign, but don’t worry.

After your initial feel of the story simulator, you will have a chance to
reassign your skills before heading into the park proper. After your
second set of selections, those choices will stand. For now, just
touch the skills you’d like to have, and ask any questions you like.
And, to keep the challenge level up, we impose a maximum rank of
two at character creation.”

Derek stepped up to the wall and began tapping. He had a pretty
good idea of the superhero he wanted, though he wondered where
the superpower choices were. He went for Skirmish, some Wreck,
and definitely Fortitude, Will, and Resourcefulness. Before he knew
it, he was out of points, and the system flashed red at him to inform
him he needed to cut back on a skill in order to put one somewhere
else. Ugh, they always did this in games.



He settled on Athletics 2, Skirmish 2, Wreck 1, Fortitude 2, Will 2,
Resourcefulness 2, Command 1, Study 1, and Prowl 1. Still, there
were a lot of skills with no dots at all.



“What happens if I don’t have a skill?”
“Why don’t we try it out?” she asked.
A wall opened, and beyond it was a vast metropolis currently being

terrorized by a titanic robot.
 



ORGASM: Organizational Reading
Guidance Assistant for System Mastery:

Glitchworld System: Glitchworld’s nascent RPG ruleset is a Forged in the Dark
system, and is freely available for use under the Creative Commons Attribution
(CC-BY) license. (Head to forgedinthedark.com for details).

Note: A complete system for playing this game with your friends is on its way.
Please visit https://www.facebook.com/groups/955400514833183/ for details.

Die Roll Mechanic:
1-5: failure (rolling a 1 gives a Plot Point)
6-8: Success with Complication (partial success)
9-10: Full success
Multiple 10’s: Critical success
Effect: What does a success mean? When a PC is damaged or at

a disadvantage, it can be the difference between punching out an
enemy and only getting in a decent hit, which will require another
success to accomplish.

● Lesser effect
● Standard effect
● Increased effect

Harm:
Level 1: (decreased effect) minor annoyances
Level 2: (-1d all rolls) gunshot, laceration, minor impalement, etc.

Serious stuff.
Level 3: (require teammate to assist you doing basically anything)

any crippling wound
Level 4: near death. No actions possible. Medical assistance

necessary immediately.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/955400514833183/


Important Acronyms
  

● ANAL (Access Network Administrative Lookup): employee
portal for finding park guests and their information, usually for
security purposes

● AR (Augmented Reality): dressing up game blocks in a digital
overlay, presented on the user’s goggles or injected nanite
display.

● BOOBS (Biosphere Orbital Observation Broadcast System):
a holographic map device

● BRA (Basic Resistance Amplifier): satellite cloaking device
● CLIT (Core Lithium Internal energy Terminal):The

battery/processor of the NPC
● DICK (Disintegration Induction Chain Katana): Specialized

weapon from the gameworld
● PENIS (Prestige Electric Non-polluting Iridescent Skiff):

Prestige employee conveyance
● PRESTIGE (Pradthala Resorts Exclusive Story-based Totally

Immersive Gaming Experience): One of the richest and most
successful gaming companies in the world.

● RPG (Randomized Prestige Gameworld): the flagship
PRESTIGE theme park.

● TITS (Totally Immersive Tutorial System): a brief, in-game
tutorial session assisted by a Prestige employee.

 



Bored? Looking for more?
For more releases from me just go to my shoddy website

https://www.damienhansonbooks.com and send me your e-mail so I
can tell you when the next one is coming out. Or check out my
Facebook at Damien Lee Hanson
https://www.facebook.com/worldofgimmok/ or my Amazon Author
Page at https://bit.ly/DamienLHanson.

If you want to know more about Nolan Locke, who is definitely
a person, please contact nolanlocke.author@gmail.com.

If you would like to learn more about GameLit /
LitRPG please consider joining these groups.

LitRPG Reads @ https://www.facebook.com/litrpgreads or @
https://litrpgreads.com/

LitRPG Books @ https://www.facebook.com/groups/LitRPG.books/

LitRPG Forum @ https://www.facebook.com/groups/litrpgforum/

LitRPG Releases @
https://www.facebook.com/groups/LitRPGReleases/

GameLitSociety @ https://www.facebook.com/groups/LitRPGsociety/

LitRPGRebels @ https://www.facebook.com/groups/LitRPGRebels/

If you are after more general fantasy books be sure to check out our
friends at Fantasy Book Club @
https://www.facebook.com/groups/952373108172759/?fref=nf
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